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Books in Print
The Return of Thematic Criticism
El-Hi Textbooks in Print
Volume 2A (The Romantics) of 6-volume splits of
parent volumes.

The Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary
The ultimate guide to contemporary Australian
English, this is a major revision of the most
authoritative Australian Dictionary for all Australians.
This flagship dictionary draws on the databases of
Australian English at the Australian National
Dictionary Centre - including its fast-growing national
corpus and its research into Australian English, as well
as the resources of the incomparable Oxford English
Dictionary.

The Things They Carried
A first work of non-fiction available in English by the
James Joyce Foundation Award-winning Chinese
author of Brothers is presented through a framework
of ten common phrases in the Chinese vernacular to
offer insight into the nation's modern economic gaps,
cultural transformations and ubiquitous practices of
deception.
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El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2000
Essential Student Book
The Australian Oxford Dictionary
The Oxford Modern English Dictionary
El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2003
"The English translation at the beginning of each
section is France's own, designed to provide the basis
for the commentary. This adept translation uses
contemporary idioms and, where necessary, gives
priority to clarity over literary elegance." -- BOOK
JACKET.

Coda Magazine
From Seed to Plant
Widely regarded as the key text of the Harlem
Renaissance, this landmark anthology of fiction,
poetry, essays, drama, music, and illustration includes
contributions by Langston Hughes, Zora Neale
Hurston, Claude McKay, James Weldon Johnson, and
other luminaries.
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Gravity's Rainbow
The universal practice of selecting and excerpting,
summarizing and canonizing, arranging and
organizing texts and visual signs, either in carefully
dedicated types of manuscripts or not, is common to
all manuscript cultures. Determined by intellectual or
practical needs, this process is never neutral in itself.
The resulting proximity and juxtaposition of
previously distant contents, challenge previous
knowledge and trigger further developments. With a
vast selection of highly representative case studies –
from India, Islamic Asia and Spain to Ethiopian
cultures, from Ancient Christian to Coptic, and
Medieval European domains – this volume deals with
manuscripts planned or growing and resulting in time
to comprise ‘more than one’. Whatever their contents
– the natural world and related recipes, astronomical
tables or personal notes, documentary, religious and
even highly revered holy texts – codicological and
textual features of these manuscripts reveal how
similar needs received different answers in varying
contexts and times.

Comparative Anthology of Musical Forms
The Latter Prophets--Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the
Book of the Twelve--comprise a fascinating collection
of prophetic oracles, narratives, and vision reports
from ancient Israel and Judah. Spanning centuries and
showing evidence of compositional growth and
editorial elaboration over time, these prophetic books
offer an unparalleled view into the cultural norms,
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theological convictions, and political disputes of
Israelite communities caught in the maelstrom of
militarized conflicts with the empires of ancient Egypt,
Babylonia, and Persia. Instructive for scholar and
student alike, The Oxford Handbook of the Prophets
features wide-ranging discussion of ancient Near
Eastern social and cultic contexts; exploration of
focused topics such as the persona of the prophet and
the problem of violence in prophetic rhetoric;
sophisticated historical and literary analysis of key
prophetic texts; issues in reception history, from
these texts' earliest reinterpretations at Qumran to
Christian appropriations in contemporary homiletics;
feminist, materialist, and postcolonial readings
engaging the insights of influential contemporary
theorists; and more. The diversity of interpretive
approaches, clarity of presentation, and breadth of
expertise represented here will make this Handbook
indispensable for research and teaching on the Latter
Prophets.

Index to Media and Materials for the
Mentally Retarded, Specific Learning
Disabled, Emotionally Disturbed
The HBJ Anthology of Drama
Winner of the 1974 National Book Award “A
screaming comes across the sky. . .” A few months
after the Germans’ secret V-2 rocket bombs begin
falling on London, British Intelligence discovers that a
map of the city pinpointing the sexual conquests of
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one Lieutenant Tyrone Slothrop, U.S. Army,
corresponds identically to a map showing the V-2
impact sites. The implications of this discovery will
launch Slothrop on an amazing journey across wartorn Europe, fleeing an international cabal of militaryindustrial superpowers, in search of the mysterious
Rocket 00000, through a wildly comic extravaganza
that has been hailed in The New Republic as “the
most profound and accomplished American novel
since the end of World War II.”

El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2005
Books in print supplement 1988-89
English Journal
This package contains the following components:
-0135055350: MyNursingLab/Skills -- Access Card
-0135128374: Skills in Clinical Nursing

Paperbound Books in Print
The Emergence of Multiple-Text
Manuscripts
National Library Service Cumulative Book
Review Index, 1905-1974: Titles. [A-Z
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Zeus Grants Stupid Wishes
Music in Opera
Books in Print Supplement
Includes authors, titles, subjects.

Style and interpretation
Teacher's Resource Book 5a
The New York Times bestseller A Long Walk to Water
begins as two stories, told in alternating sections,
about two eleven-year-olds in Sudan, a girl in 2008
and a boy in 1985. The girl, Nya, is fetching water
from a pond that is two hours’ walk from her home:
she makes two trips to the pond every day. The boy,
Salva, becomes one of the "lost boys" of Sudan,
refugees who cover the African continent on foot as
they search for their families and for a safe place to
stay. Enduring every hardship from loneliness to
attack by armed rebels to contact with killer lions and
crocodiles, Salva is a survivor, and his story goes on
to intersect with Nya’s in an astonishing and moving
way.

The Torah in the Talmud
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A Long Walk to Water
Once it was anathema to speak about the content of a
work of art in the wake of high modernism and
formalism. Critical practice has moved beyond such
limits, and today the focus on themes is the hallmark
of feminist, new historicist, ethnic, and even
deconstructionist approaches, though that focus may
not always be openly declared. This manifesto
reasserts the validity of the thematic approach to
criticism in our day, bringing together for the first
time an international group of critics and
theoreticians who have thought deeply about literary
motifs and themes. How can we determine the theme
of a given text? May the focus on form be the theme
of a certain moment? Can the motif be understood as
a formal category? What operations permit us to say
that three or four texts constitute variants of the
same theme? The contributors challenge the
conventional dismissal of "merely" thematic
approaches and offer the reader different ways of
tackling the issue of what a piece of writing is
"about." The work here comes out of such diverse
intellectual traditions as Russian film theory, French
phenomenology, Foucault, narratology, the Frankfurt
School, intellectual history (Geistesgeschichte),
psychoanalytic criticism, linguistics, ideological
criticism, Proppian folklore studies, and computerized
plot summary models. In addition to a collection of
aphorisms from Plato to Robert Coover and a group of
general and theoretical essays, this volume contains
examples of practical engagement with such topics as
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literary history, Shakespeare, autumn poetry, antiSemitism, fading colors, bachelors, Richard Wagner,
and the Mexican Revolution. No comparable volume
exists.

The English Record
From Rebuke to Consolation
Music Journal Annual Anthology
Forthcoming Books
Presents more than seven thousand words and
phrases in contemporary usage, with variant
spellings, grammatical applications, and definitions

The Longman Anthology of British
Literature
Get this: Cronus liked to eat babies. Narcissus
probably should have just learned to masturbate.
Odin got construction discounts with bestiality. Isis
had bad taste in jewelry. Ganesh was the very
definition of an unplanned pregnancy. And Abraham
was totally cool about stabbing his kid in the face. All
our lives, we’ve been fed watered-down, PC versions
of the classic myths. In reality, mythology is more
screwed up than a schizophrenic shaman doing hits of
unidentified…wait, it all makes sense now. In Zeus
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Grants Stupid Wishes, Cory O’Brien, creator of Myths
RETOLD!, sets the stories straight. These are rude,
crude, totally sacred texts told the way they were
meant to be told: loudly, and with lots of four-letter
words. Skeptical? Here are a few more gems to
consider: • Zeus once stuffed an unborn fetus inside
his thigh to save its life after he exploded its mother
by being too good in bed. • The entire Egyptian
universe was saved because Sekhmet just got too
hammered to keep murdering everyone. • The Hindu
universe is run by a married couple who only stop
murdering in order to throw sweet dance parties…on
the corpses of their enemies. • The Norse goddess
Freyja once consented to a four-dwarf gangbang in
exchange for one shiny necklace. And there’s more
dysfunctional goodness where that came from.

The Publishers' Trade List Annual
"Gail Gibbons is known for her ability to bring the
nonfiction world into focus for young students.
Through pictures, captions, and text, this book
provides a window into the world of growing
thingsErin Mallon complements Gibbonss text with a
clear, clipped, and purposeful narration." -AudioFile
Magazine

Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan
A classic work of American literature that has not
stopped changing minds and lives since it burst onto
the literary scene, The Things They Carried is a
ground-breaking meditation on war, memory,
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imagination, and the redemptive power of
storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts the men
of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat
Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and
the character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour
in Vietnam to become a father and writer at the age
of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high school
classrooms to graduate seminars in creative
writing—it has become required reading for any
American and continues to challenge readers in their
perceptions of fact and fiction, war and peace,
courage and fear and longing. The Things They
Carried won France's prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre
Etranger and the Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize; it
was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the
National Book Critics Circle Award.

The Oxford Handbook of the Prophets
China in Ten Words
Includes detailed coverage of international and
Australian English, including Australian idioms and
colloquialisms, words from Australian history, and
terms for flora and fauna.

New Negro: An Interpretation
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THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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